
Nadler:  Committee  has  launched
‘formal impeachment proceedings’
against Trump
House  Judiciary  Committee  Chairman  Jerry  Nadler,  D-N.Y.,  confirmed  on
Thursday evening that his committee has officially launched “formal impeachment
proceedings” into the alleged misconduct of President Trump.

Appearing on CNN, Nadler said people shouldn’t be “hung up on the semantics”
since his committee is “investigating” the facts and evidence.

He said that he “wasn’t waiting” for House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., who
has been publicly reluctant to support impeachment, but added that she’s been
“very cooperative” with his investigation.

But after being pressed as to whether his investigation was considered “formal
impeachment proceedings,” Nadler insisted that’s what it is.
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“This is formal impeachment proceedings,” Nadler said. “We are investigating all
the evidence, we’re gathering the evidence and we will at the conclusion of this,
hopefully by the end of the year, vote to, vote articles of impeachment to the
House floor or we won’t. That’s a decision that we’ll have to make. But that —
that’s exactly the process we’re in right now.”

“All right, so when you say formal impeachment proceedings, have you started
drafting or preparing articles of impeachment should you need them?” host Erin
Burnett asked.
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“There are articles of  impeachment introduced a number of  months ago and
referred to the committee,” Nadler responded. “As the investigation proceeds, we
may want to draft our own articles of impeachment that may more closely fit the
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evidence. We’ll see.”

Joseph  A.  Wulfsohn  is  a  media  reporter  for  Fox  News.  Follow  him  on
Twitter @JosephWulfsohn.
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